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President’s Message

Lorē Sampson, APS President and Director – Mt. Hood, Oregon
(541) 352-7044 – lcsampson@embarqmail.com

If I were asked to pick a single word to describe the fall peony season,
I’d choose the word “busy!” I’m guessing that many of you would agree.
As peony growers, fall is the season for digging, dividing and replanting.
Many of us use this season to share a root division or two with friends and
neighbors. After all, what better way is there for us to share our love of
peonies, than to introduce our favorite flower to others?
A few years ago, our local newspaper interviewed me for a feature article
about our peonies. I explained that I thought of myself as a “peony
ambassador” on a mission to bring peonies to the people! After all, what
other perennial offers so much beauty and variety for northern gardens? Add
to that their easy care, exceptional quality as a cut flower and adaptability
to numerous landscape situations and you have a plant that’s hard to beat!
As members of the American Peony Society, I know you share my love of
peonies, so I’d like to invite you all to join me in my mission. We all have
the opportunity to serve as ambassadors by telling fellow gardeners about
peonies and what makes them so special. It’s an easy way for all of us to
support our Society’s mission to bring peonies and people together. Here
are just a few ways to get started:
• Share a root division with someone who’s never grown peonies before.
• Invite a local garden club to visit your garden during bloom season.

• Give a talk about peonies at your local library or community center.
• Take bouquets of peony flowers to your local hospital, nursing home
or assisted living facility.
• Give an APS membership to a friend or neighbor.

• Tell your local school teachers about “free seeds for education” and
offer to visit their classroom to answer student’s questions.
However you choose to share, know that you’re making a difference and
helping to grow and strengthen APS. Thank you for joining me! i
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CHICAGO
OUR KIND OF TOWN

THE 2020 AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY CONVENTION
Dates
Thursday June 18, 2020 –
Sunday, June 21, 2020
Location
Chicago Botanic Garden
1000 Lake Cook Rd
Glencoe, IL 60022
More Information
More information on the
convention schedule,
airports, shuttle service,
etc. will be provided in the
next issue of The Bulletin.

Hotel
Embassy Suites
Chicago North Shore
1445 Lake Cook Road
Deerfield, IL 60015
Special rates are reserved
for the American Peony
Society ($129/king suite or
$149/double queen suite +
tax). All rooms are suites
and include full breakfast
and complimentary Happy
Hour every afternoon.

NOMENCLATURE
Reiner Jakubowski, APS Registrar — Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

The American Peony Society serves as the International Cultivar
Registration Authority for Peonies and follows the rules set forth by
the International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants in the
registration of new varieties.
Photographs and full descriptions can be found in the official Peony
Registry, maintained on the American Peony Society Website at
americanpeonysociety.org/cultivars/peony-registry.
APS will publish a separate Annual Registry Directory with
parentage, full descriptions and photos, which will be mailed to all
current members in late December.
U

U

U

'Rachel Dolores' (Lutea Hybrid Group) – Irene Tolomeo (deceased) /
Roberto Gamoletti, Italy.
'Mu Chunxue' (Lactiflora Group) – XianFeng Guo, ShanDong Agricultural University, TaiAn, ShanDong Province, China.
'Jiehui' (Lactiflora Group) – XianFeng Guo, ShanDong Agricultural
University, TaiAn, ShanDong Province, China.
'Zifeng Shuyu' (Lactiflora Group) – XianFeng Guo, ShanDong Agricultural University, TaiAn, ShanDong Province, China.
'Zui Hongyan' (Lactiflora Group) – XianFeng Guo, ShanDong Agricultural University, TaiAn, ShanDong Province, China.
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'Méi Lán Fāng Xiāng' (Suffruticosa Group) – Sun Shengshun (Dingxi,
Gansu) / Yanlong Zhang (Yangling, Shannxi, China)
'Qióng Jiāng Yù Lù' (Suffruticosa Group) – Sun Shengshun (Dingxi,
Gansu) / Yanlong Zhang (Yangling, Shannxi, China)
'Shān Hé Làn Màn' (Suffruticosa Group) – Sun Shengshun (Dingxi,
Gansu) / Yanlong Zhang (Yangling, Shannxi, China)
'Táo Rán' (Suffruticosa Group) – Sun Shengshun (Dingxi, Gansu) /
Yanlong Zhang (Yangling, Shannxi, China)
'Jiǔ Zı̌ Jú' (Suffruticosa Group) – Zhongying Kang (Dingxi, Gansu) /
Yanlong Zhang (Yangling, Shannxi, China)
'Jiǔ Zhōu Fēng Yún' (Suffruticosa Group) – Zhongying Kang (Dingxi,
Gansu) / Yanlong Zhang (Yangling, Shannxi, China)
'Huān Tiān Xi Di' (Suffruticosa Group) – Zhongying Kang (Dingxi,
Gansu) / Yanlong Zhang (Yangling, Shannxi, China)
'Yàn Lán Mèng' (Suffruticosa Group) – Zhongying Kang (Dingxi,
Gansu) / Yanlong Zhang (Yangling, Shannxi, China)
'Wú Xiá Yù' (Lactiflora Group) – Zhongying Kang (Dingxi, Gansu) /
Yanlong Zhang (Yangling, Shannxi, China)

© AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Continuation & Succession
The Ultimate Business Milestone
Lois Girton – Ames, Iowa

If you’ve ever watched Downton
Abbey you are familiar with the
importance of succession among
the British aristocracy. The closest
surviving (first born) male heir was
obligated to take on both the privilege and responsibility of carrying
on the dynasty. Elsewhere succession is also a major issue, especially among family businesses and
farms. Children from farm families
often prefer to follow other occupations and the more democratic
process of dividing assets evenly
among offspring makes it even
more difficult for one willing heir
to assume ownership. Make that

farm a plant breeding and propagation business, and the problems
are compounded!
This was the challenge facing Roy
and Sarah Klehm. In early spring of
2019, Robert (Bob) Dorr, a row crop
farmer and neighbor to Klehm’s
Song Sparrow Farm and Nursery
of Avalon, Wisconsin acquired
the business. Fortunately, both
the herbaceous and tree peony
breeding programs have now been
purchased by established peony
nurserymen who will continue
Royˈs hybridization efforts and
offer his plants to consumers.

Klehm Seedlings
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Other major collections such as
the magnolia program were also
transferred to new owners, while
several important collections
including the daylilies are still held
by Robert Dorr, but hopefully will
find successors soon.
Although Roy bred and introduced daylilies, hostas, magnolias, and many more genera, the
Klehm name is most commonly
associated with peonies. Roy is
a fourth-generation nurseryman
and third-generation peony
breeder, following his grandfather
Charles (1867-1957), a charter
member of the American Peony
Society, and father Carl (1916
-1973) who owned Charles Klehm
and Son Nursery of Chicago. APS
Gold Medal winners number
among the Klehm “estate peonies”
including ˈBowl of Creamˈ (Charles
Klehm and Son, 1963), ˈPillow Talkˈ
(Charles Klehm and Son, 1973) and
ˈAngel Cheeksˈ (Carl Klehm, before
1975), all lactifloras, and the herbaceous hybrid ˈPink Hawaiian Coralˈ
(Roy Klehm, 1981).
Over the past century, the Klehms
were successors to several other
hybridizers; Carl registered and
introduced the coral hybrids
of Samuel Wissing including
APS Gold Medal Winners ˈCoral

Charmˈ (Wissing, 1964) and
ˈCoral Sunsetˈ (Wissing, 1965). In
1977, Roy purchased the entire
collection of William Krekler
and registered several popular
cultivars, among them one of my
favorites, ˈAbalone Pearlˈ (Krekler/
Klehm, 1978). He also registered
and introduced most of the
herbaceous hybrids of Lyman
Cousins including ˈEtched Salmonˈ
(Cousins/Klehm, 1981), an APS
Gold Medal winner. An unusual
gold foliaged peony, ˈGolden Angelˈ
(Laning/Klehm, 2008) is one of
several Chris Laning seedlings
Roy introduced. One collection
he regrets having turned down is
the offer by Silvia Saunders of her
fatherˈs plants.
From 1973 to 2016 Roy registered
418 peonies, mostly lactifloras. In
these he especially bred for strong
stems and large double flowers.
Roy always gave his cultivars interesting and attractive names, which
no doubt helped in their marketing.
What bride wouldn’t want a double
white peony named ˈBridal Gownˈ
(Klehm, 1981) in her bouquet?
A novel form of peonies unique
to Roy’s breeding program is the
cactus - single or semi-double
forms in which the petals are
ruffled, fluted, or twisted. Color-
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ation is often streaked. These
have proven popular with flower
arrangers, ˈCircus Circusˈ (Roy
Klehm, 1995) being a prime
example. According to Henry Chotkowski, they also grow well in drier
and shadier areas where other
peonies fail to thrive. And nursery
owners love them for their ability
to increase rapidly.
When Roy and Sarah began landscaping around their new home in
South Barrington, Illinois, Roy also
got interested in breeding shorter
peonies, 15-25” in height, terming
them “rock garden” peonies.
Most of these are singles in reds
and pinks, such as ˈHappyˈ (R.G.
Klehm, 2016) and ˈMemorial Gemˈ
Steininger reviewing the accession
(Krekler/Klehm, 1978) with one Juergen
records from Klehm's Song Sparrow Nursery
white among them, ˈSquirtˈ (R.G.
Klehm, 1998).
North America, among them the
lovely white ˈDojeanˈ (Smithers,
Roy didn’t neglect tree peonies, 1990) and the mauve ˈBaron
becoming the main purveyor of Thyssen Bornemiszaˈ (Smithers,
woodies in the US, especially 1992). Additionally, he registered a
peonies bred by Nassos Daphnis few from his own breeding efforts
including the renowned favorite such as ˈRuffled Pink Petticoatsˈ
ˈLedaˈ (Daphnis, 1977), an APS (Klehm, 1998) and ˈLavender Laceˈ
Gold Medal Winner. He introduced (Klehm, 1998).
the Paeonia suffruticosa peonies
of Toicho Domoto, with ˈBrocaded Roy used ˈScarlet O’Haraˈ (GlassGownˈ (Domoto/Klehm, 1995) cock/Falk, 1956), a P. officinalis x
perhaps being the best known. P. lactiflora hybrid as his grafting
He imported many of the P. rockii understock, which, unlike hybrids
hybrids of Sir Peter Smithers to with P. peregrina heritage, does
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not form adventitious roots. You
could count on your Song Sparrow
acquisitions not being plagued by
growth of the root stock plant. He
sold his tree peonies in containers,
making them available throughout
the spring – fall growing season,
further increasing their popularity.
Roy has also been a sought-after
speaker, particularly on peonies.
Although the first presentation I
heard was on hostas for our local
hosta society in 1996, I’ve twice
had the privilege of attending his
talks about peonies and once of
hosting him at my home, where he
admonished me to prune my tree
peonies! You can view two short
presentations here: marthastewartweddings.com/312640/
planting-peonies-roy-klehm and
here: marthastewartweddings.
com/312641/dividing-peo nies-roy-klehm. And yes, Marthaˈs
peonies came from Song Sparrow!

The Successors
Hollingsworth Peonies
On July 31st, 2019, Hollingsworth
Peonies acquired Roy Klehmˈs
herbaceous peony breeding stock
along with a cross section of stock
peony plants from the nursery.
Juergen Steininger is the managing
member of Hollingsworth Peonies,
Skidmore, Missouri. The arrival
of a semi-load of peonies on
September 5th, 2019 was celebrated by an event attended by
hybridizers/collectors Don Hollingsworth, Tim Stanek, and Henry
Chotkowski, collaborators within
the community, and members of
the local press. Juergen invited me
to represent the APS.

Hollingsworth Peonies was started
by Don Hollingsworth in 1970
as a source for his introductions.
Juergenˈs interest in peonies was
rekindled while he was a horticulturalist at Longwood Gardens
Roy served as APS president from where donated peonies were
1972 – 1974, authored 32 articles planted prior to the 2013 APS
for The Bulletin, and has always convention. Juergen had previbeen a generous donor to the ously worked with peonies as an
auctions of many peony soci- apprentice in Bavaria. He went
eties and a winner of many show into partnership with Don in 2013
ribbons. In 1989, Roy was awarded and in 2016 purchased an 80-acre
the A.P. Saunders Memorial Medal farm northwest of Maryville in
by APS for his hybridizing efforts.
the Burlington Junction area and
moved the collection to this farm
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and fields nearby. Juergen has
made many connections within
that community; one of the most
beneficial is an agreement with
local cattle ranchers to rotate
fields between growing peonies
for three to five years, turning the
land into pasture for four years,
then back to peonies.

trait from P. suffruticosa and
increased stem hardiness from
P. rockii. Roy hasnˈt registered
many woody peonies from his
program recently so watch for
some to be introduced in the next
few years.

Solaris Farms
Roy’s woody peony advances
have recently been purchased
by Nate Bremer of Solaris Farms,
Reedsville, Wisconsin. Nate
acquired about 130 numbered
selections which have already
passed through several years of
evaluation by Roy, with 90 having
been propagated at least once.
They include P. suffruticosa, P.
lutea hybrids, some from seed
by Bill Seidl, and P. rockii x P.
suffruticosa hybrids, many using
ˈBaron Thyssen Bornemiszaˈ as a
parent. Roy was looking for the
combination of the floriferous

Song Sparrow Farm and Nursery
Robert Dorr, current owner of
Song Sparrow Farm and Nursery,
is committed to continuing normal
operations with much the same
staff into the 2020 season.

Nate, our current APS Vice-President, is adding these to his own
Acquisition of the breeding stock, hybrids and those he previously
more than 10,000 accessions, will obtained from Bill Seidl. In 2018,
allow the Klehm breeding program Nate produced about 2,000 grafted
to be continued. Expect more high plants with a success rate of over
quality and innovative introduc- 90%. With now 500+ cultivars and
tions from both Don’s and Roy’s 3,000+ seedlings under evaluation,
breeding efforts and an even larger Solaris Farms is fast becoming the
number of cultivars to be offered major supplier of woody peonies
by Hollingsworth Peonies.
in the US.

Peony lovers everywhere should
be grateful that the legacy of
the Klehm family and, in particular, the dedicated work of Roy
Klehm will not be lost to future
generations. I wish the best of
luck to both nurserymen as they
undertake caring for, evaluating,
propagating, and offering these
plants for sale. i
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2019 American Peony Society Auctions

Mary Muellner, Auction Committee Chair – Inner Grove Heights, Minnesota

Convention Auction

Lois Girton and Kris Jurik hosted
this year’s convention in Des
Moines, Iowa. The convention
auction took place on Saturday
evening. The auction included 130
auction items, such as peony roots,
potted plants, books, other publications, gift certificates, personalized plant markers, other peony
themed items, a late addition of
pollen from ˈGarden Peaceˈ, and a
special challenge. The auctioned
items raised $9,005.

Fall Online Auction

The fall online auction took place
the second weekend in October.
This was the second year using
auction software to automate
the bidding process. Seventeen
donors contributed 51 items for
the auction, including peony seeds
and roots.

A few rare peonies including ˈLime
Phosphateˈ, ˈSableˈ x ˈEclipseˈ, and
ˈVenusˈ generated the most bids of
the auction items. ˈKayleigh Annˈ
brought the highest bid, raising
The very last item for the evening $210 for APS. ˈVenusˈ, ˈLime Phoswas a special challenge asking for phate, ˈ ˈYellow Waterlily, ˈ and
an additional donation to support ˈSableˈ x ˈEclipseˈ rounded out the
the new APS website! Nineteen top five, generating over $950 for
members met the challenge, the Society. The total revenue for
raising an additional $100 for the the online auction was $4,214.13.
APS website. Proceeds from the
convention auction will support THANK YOU to all the generous
the next phase of the APS website. donors who made this year’s
auctions, such a success!

Become a Donor in 2020!

Do you have seeds or roots from popular or rare cultivars? Rare books?
Garden art? Consider supporting our upcoming 2020 auctions. Proceeds
from the APS auctions fund important programs, including scholarships,
convention activities, speaker compensation, the new web member
portal and more. For information on donating, contact Mary Muellner at
memuellner@comcast.net.
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Finding Brownii - The Search for America’s Peony
Lorē Sampson, President and Director – Mt. Hood, Oregon

Familiarity with any genus of
plants eventually leads to a study
of their geographic distribution.
My continuing interest into the
genus Paeonia has taken me to Asia,
Europe and the Northern Mediterranean; however it is the reference
to the section of peonies known as
Onaepia that piques my interest,
since maps of its range center near
my home in the Pacific Northwest.
Only two species of peonies are
included in the section Onaepia,
both only found in western North
America. Paeonia brownii or
Brown’s Peony, is native to the
cooler, dry pine forests of the
mountains in the northwestern
US. In my home state of Oregon, its
range includes the eastern slopes
of the Oregon Cascade range and
the Blue Mountains farther east.
Paeonia californica is the second
species¹ of Onaepia and is limited
to the hot, dry climes in central
and southern California. Both
species grow as low, herbaceous
perennials with notable graygreen foliage and deeply incised,
rounded lobes. The unusual
1

flowers are brownish-maroon,
edged in chartreuse green. There
is typically a single flower per stem
and the blooms nod downward.
While the appearance and plant
habit of these two species is very
similar, there are distinct habitat
differences and their native ranges
do not overlap.
Brown’s Peony was first described
in 1829 by David Douglas, a Scottish botanist and plant explorer
best known for his work in identifying and introducing many of
the native conifers in the Pacific
Northwest including his namesake, the Douglas-fir. (Douglas
is also credited with introducing
the Ponderosa Pine, Pinus
ponderosa, which is perhaps the
most notable companion plant of
P. brownii and is a major character
in this story.) Before embarking
on his plant explorations in North
America, Douglas studied botany
at the University of Glasgow under
William Jackson Hooker. His keen
interest in plant collecting took
Douglas on three expeditions in
North America, including a trip

Some of the scientific literature cites P. brownii as the only species in the
Onaepia section, classifying P. californica as a sub-species of P. brownii.
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that followed Lewis and Clark’s
journey to the Pacific Northwest.
It was here that Douglas observed
and described Paeonia brownii.
His findings were published
in Volume 1 of Hooker’s Flora
Boreali-Americana.²
Nearly 200 years later, interest
in this unique wild peony hasn’t
diminished. At the 2016 annual
meeting of the Pacific Northwest
Peony Society, retired USDA Forest
Service research plant physiologist
Nan Vance presented “The Natural
History of Brown’s Peony, a Wild
Native of the Northwestern U.S.”
Vance is an expert in pollination
ecology and shared her understanding of P. brownii reproduction,
pollinators, life cycle and ecology.
Vance considers Brown’s Peony
to be an important component in
Oregon’s high desert ecosystem,
noting that it’s extremely early
bloom season provides an essential first nectar source for insects.³
Much of Vance’s research was

undertaken in the Blue Mountains
of Eastern Oregon and her articles
provide descriptions of the peony’s
habitat including references to
several common companion
plants or indicator species as well
as insights into typical elevation
ranges. In mid-August, my husband
Jim and I used this information to
search for similar habitat along the
dry eastern slopes of the Cascade
Mountains in Central Oregon.
Published descriptions of the
peony’s habitat have several
common threads, with P. brownii
being found at mid-elevations
– above the Western Juniper (Juniperus occidentalis) dotted high
desert, but lower and dryer than
the Douglas-fir stands that extend
upward to the Cascade Crest.
Stands of Ponderosa pine mixed
with aspen and open meadows
were common. Along with
Ponderosa pine, commonly recurring companion plants included
antelope bitterbrush (Purshia

2

Hooker, William Jackson, Sir, 1785-1865. Flora Boreali-Americana, Or,
The Botany of the Northern Parts of British America: Compiled Principally
From the Plants Collected by Dr. Richardson & Mr. Drummond On the Late
Northern Expeditions, Under Command of Captain Sir John Franklin, R.N.
to Which Are Added (by Permission of the Horticultural Society of London)
Those of Mr. Douglas From North West America And Other Naturalists.
London: H.G. Bohn, 1840.

3

Vance, Nan. “Finding Brown’s Peony a Sweet Attraction,” Kalmiopsis,
Volume 19, 2012: Pages 1-6.
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tridenta), balsamroot (Balsamophiza sagittata), wild lupine
(Lupinus sulphureus), biscuitroot
(Lomatium spp.), wood rose (Rosa
gynocarpa), snowberry (Symphocarpus albus), and wild strawberry
(Fragaria spp.).
Armed with good information, a
map and a plan, our road trip
began. We headed to Central
Oregon’s high desert and drove
west to reach the eastern aspect
of the Cascade Mountain range.
Taking seldom used logging roads,
we slowly wound through forested
areas, seeking the right mix of scattered Ponderosa pine and the dry
scrub that bitterbrush favors, stopping often to canvas likely areas.
After several failed searches, we
made our first discovery – a single
Paeonia brownii, barely more
than a foot high and growing out
of a thick blanket of pine needle
duff sprinkled with twigs and
individual pine cone scales left by
foraging squirrels.
The soil was a mix of coarse
volcanic gravel, thick duff and an
O1 horizon of nearly undecomposed organic litter with very
large pore spaces and little waterholding capacity. Like so many
peonies, P. brownii develops one
large, fleshy taproot that grows

Woodland pinedrops.
Note the P. brownii seedling on the left
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deep into the better composted
O2 soil horizon. We carefully excavated one of the current year’s
seedlings to discover a single
pencil-shaped tap root with a
long, slender taper about ¼” (6
mm) in diameter by 4” (100 mm)
in length. Not surprisingly, there
was no evidence of feeder root
development until the root apex
which extended deeper and below
the dry organic horizon. We had
read many reports of this species’
tendency for early summer
dormancy, although the colonies
we observed still appeared to be
in active growth.
Taking care to note the companion
vegetation, we ventured on. Hours
later we again located several
specimens and confirmed our list
of indicator species. We consistently found the plants noted in
the literature, but most typically
observed antelope bitterbrush,
lupine, wood rose and strawberries. We also discovered another,
more unusual companion plant in
nearly every location – woodland
pinedrops.

sustain them. Instead, pinedrops
are classified as myco-heterotrophs which is a fancy way of
saying they depend on fungal
organisms to deliver their food.
In short, they’re parasites. In
this case, their host is a strain of
mycorrhizal fungus associated
with pines, including Ponderosa
pine (Pinus ponderosa). This
three-stage symbiotic/parasitic
relationship offers a fascinating
example of how these three plants
are interrelated. It begins with
the Ponderosa pine benefitting
from the mycorrhizal fungus that
exponentially extends the surface
area of the pine’s root system. This
dramatically increases the tree’s
ability to access scarce water and
nutrients. Symbiotically, the tree
supplies essential starches and
sugars to the fungus which cannot
make them for itself. The parasitic
pinedrops flower exploits this relationship by attaching itself to the
fungus and utilizing the hyphae
as a conduit to tap into the pine’s
starch and sugar reserves without
providing any benefit to either of
its hosts.

Pinedrops (Pterospora andromedea) are strange wildflowers,
lacking chlorophyll and incapable
of photosynthesis – the very food
production process necessary to

In a couple instances, we found
well-established colonies of P.
brownii in lower, slightly damper
areas of greater shade and poor
air circulation. While these colo-
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nies appeared to show greater
success in the germination of
current year seedlings, they were
also heavily infected with necrotic
spots of black foliage we assumed
to be a Botrytis sp. These colonies
also appeared to set much more
seed, despite the foliage damage.
Whether this was an effect of the
extra water, or a survival response
to greater environmental stress
is unclear. (Perhaps a third factor
could be increased spring insect
pollination in an area with greater
humidity?)
When collecting seed we always
leave more than half in situ and

received advance permission
from the agencies having jurisdiction. (Our sites were located in
two National Forests with slightly
different collection requirements.)
Brown’s peony seed has characteristics that distinguish it from other
types of peony seed. Instead of
the familiar round shape of most
species of Paeonia, P. brownii seed
is elongated and almost beanshaped. As we collected seed, we
observed that the smooth seed
coat and long shape of the seeds
made it easy for them to slip
through our fingers and fall deep
into the loose, pine needle duff,
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Ripe seed pods

making us wonder if this shape
was an evolutionary adaptation
to disperse the seed more deeply
to increase germination.
Another noteworthy characteristic
is that the seed pods are carried
on extended, nodding stems that
typically touch or nearly touch
the forest floor at maturity. The
pointed tips and single suture
along the follicle is invariably
pointed downward and upon
splitting drops the seeds deep into
the loose duff, providing an almost
self-sowing effect. Ample evidence
of rodent activity was apparent in
both the current season’s seed
crop as well as seedling dispersal

from previous years. It was
common to see young seedlings
emerging at a distance from their
presumed parents, often nestled
at the base of a tree or in other
protected spots suggesting they
had been seed caches.
If every question answered spawns
a new question, our successful
quest to find this peony fits the
rule. Returning home, we are
curious about several issues. How
is Onaepia related to the rest of
the genus? What makes it thrive in
such different conditions than its
overseas relatives? And how did it
come to be the singular orphan in
all of North America? i
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Carrying the Breath of the World

A Profile of Poet & Peony-Lover Barbara Crooker
Kimberly Bremer - Reedsville Wisconsin

Every so often, a fragment of poetry
breathes beauty, stops the world
mid-spin, and resonates with our
soul. So it was for me, first hearing
Barbara Crooker’s poetry read on
The Writer’s Almanac in Garrison
Keillor’s soothing profundo. Over
the years, Barbara’s beautifully
crafted poems explore the themes
of nature, home, family, love and
loss. Among my favorites are the
lush garden poems, where she
celebrates the beauty of the peony.
Here, she shares her experiences
of writing with dirt under her
fingernails and ink on her hands.
And for those of us who delight in
peonies, we will relish the surprise
connection! Crooker is connected,
through her family, to the world of
Klehm’s original peony nursery in
Illinois, where her mother- in-law
once worked.
i i i
Your work includes a number of
poems about peonies. What is there
about the peony that captivates and
draws you in, as they “carry the
breath of the world?”
In some ways, I think peonies are a
metaphor for our lives – brief, but

Poet Barbara Crooker

beautiful. Their short blooming
time, the way they color the air
around them, their miraculous
birth each spring, their fragility
(peonies in a rainstorm – proof) …
Every year, I seem to appreciate
them more and more.
What is it about the peony that
demands poetry is written in praise
of it?
Sometimes, what demands to be
written as a poem is mysterious
and inexplicable. But when some-
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thing tugs at my sleeves or pulls at
my heart, as peonies seem to do,
then I find I’m bound to follow the
thread of the poem and see where
it leads me.

precious life” (Mary Oliver), to see
Instagrams of the moon instead of
going outside and stargazing, to
hide behind our screens instead of
looking at our dinner companions,
to spend our time indoors bathed
In an interview with Delphi mag- in artificial light rather than out
azine, you state, “That’s my task, I in the sunshine. If, instead, we
think…to pay attention to the world can turn off our devices and be
around me.” What has mindfulness, mindful, I think we can reclaim our
including attention to the peony, authentic lives.
taught you of art and life?
Can you pick one of your peonyIt’s my belief that it’s easy to sleep- inspired poems and tell about how it
walk through this “one wild and came to be?

THE HOUR OF PEONIES
The Buddha says, “Breathing in, I know I am here in my body.
Breathing out, I smile to my body,” and here I am, mid-span,
a full-figured woman who could have posed for Renoir.

When I die, I want you to plant peonies for me, so each May,

my body will resurrect itself in these opulent blooms, one of les Baigneuses,
sunlight stippling their luminous breasts, rosy nipples, full bellies,

an amplitude of flesh, luxe, calme et volupté. And so are these flowers,

an exuberance of cream, pink, raspberry, not a shrinking violet among them.

They splurge, they don’t hold back, they spend it all.

At the end, confined to a wheelchair, paintbrushes strapped to his arthritic hands,
Renoir said, “the limpidity of the flesh, one wants to caress it.”

Even after the petals have fallen, the lawn is full of snow,

the last act in Swan Lake where the corps de ballet, in their feathered tutus,
kneel and kiss the ground, cover it in light.
from Radiance (Word Press, 2005)
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I like to describe the composition
of a poem in kitchen terms, kind
of a blender experience. You take
the practice of yoga, the study of
Buddhism, a degree in art history,
hours spent in museums, online
research, evenings at the ballet,
plus time in the garden, and press
“whirl.” I hope it’s clear that there is
dirt under my fingernails as well as
ink on my index finger!

development), I had a lot of blank
space to fill. The builder gave us
a sodded front lawn, five bushes,
and a bag of grass seed for the back
yard. So everything in my little bit
of Eden we put in ourselves, using
a pickaxe to break through the
shale (we’re on the Reading Prong,
in northeastern Pennsylvania). To
wit: Rose of Sharons and lilacs
on the east side; red raspberries,
black raspberries, and rhubarb on
You have a gift of writing of the nat- the south; and a flowering hedge
ural world – from peonies to plump of bridal wreath spirea, butterfly
vegetables – in a way that celebrates bush, viburnum, two weigelias
life. Has this always been a theme?
(one variegated), mock orange,
forsythia, hydrangea, flowering
“Write what you know,” the writing quince, and sand cherry on the
teachers tell us (I say it, too), and west.
so I do. Monet said (I’m paraphrasing), “besides painting and Six floating beds of perennials, one
gardening, I really don’t know how with a trellis for cardinal flower,
to do anything else.” Substitute one with a wisteria arch. A small
writing, and that’s me.
orchard: two apple trees, two
pears, two cherries (one sour, for
What are your favorite peonies? pies), two peaches, and a plum
How have they figured in your life tree (don’t ask me how much we
history and memories?
harvested; we have squirrels).
A small wildflower meadow. A
I came to peonies later in life, not in fenced vegetable garden and a
childhood, although my father had bricked herb garden. And founa great garden (just no peonies). dation plantings—I added two
When we moved into a brand new azaleas, holly, a rhododendron,
house forty years ago (I wanted an mountain laurel, japonica, Lenten
older house with an established roses, and a crab apple to the front.
garden, but we ended up falling for One side of the house has a daylily
the view on this hill in a raw new bed, the other irises and phlox.
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LISTEN
I want to tell you something. This morning
is bright after all the steady rain, and every iris,
peony, rose, opens its mouth, rejoicing.
I want to say, wake up, open your eyes, there’s
a snow-covered road ahead, a field of blankness,
a sheet of paper, an empty screen. Even
the smallest insects are singing, vibrating
their entire bodies, tiny violins of longing
and desire. We were made for song.
I can’t tell you what prayer is, but I can take
the breath of the meadow into my mouth,
and I can release it for the leaves’ green need.
I want to tell you your life is a blue coal, a slice
of orange in the mouth, cut hay in the nostrils.
The cardinals’ red song dances in your blood.
Look, every month the moon blossoms
into a peony, then shrinks to a sliver of garlic.
And then it blooms again.
from Line Dance (Word Press, 2008)
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PEONY
Imagine the hard knot of its bud, all that pink possibility.
Day by day it visibly swells, doubles, until one morning
in June, it unfolds, ruffle after ruffle, an explosion of silk.
Imagine your breath, as it runs through your body,
how it ebbs and flows, a river of air. Imagine
the exotic bazaar of the kitchen, where fragrances
jostle—star anise, cloves, cardamom, fill
your nostrils with the colors of the orient. Imagine
a feather, how it kisses your eyelids, caresses your
shoulder blades, the place where wings
might have been. Imagine your heart, how it works
like a clock, midnight to noon, never punches in,
never takes a vacation, keeps tolling, keeps toiling,
like black ants on this peony, whose true job
is to gather all the sweetness they can muster,
to do their small part to carry the breath of the world.
from Line Dance (Word Press, 2008)
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The back has two rose bushes (I
had more, but rosetta is attacking
our area), mums, and four peonies,
with lots of small bulbs scattered
throughout.
So, starting from scratch like this,
covering the bare ground was
my first priority, and we didn’t
have a lot of spare cash. Thus my
peonies are generic: pink, white,
crimson. The mail order company
threw in an extra named variety,
which is lovely, a silvery shade of
raspberry. But, alas, I didn’t save
the label. In retrospect, I should
have waited and picked out
plants with more knowledge, but
I was young and impatient. My
mother-in-law, whom I never met,
worked for the Klehm nursery in
Park Ridge, IL. She would have
been the one to ask.

dead-heading, spraying, and
checking for black spot, plus the
pruning out of winterkill come
spring. A lot of work.
But peonies! Without any care at
all and no matter how long the
winter is, there they are, pushing
up their red fists in spring. My
heart always gladdens to see
them. Then, almost miraculously,
an entire bush springs up from
the hard dirt. And those flowers,
lush, gorgeous, beloved by ants
and bees, perfuming the air. Their
bloom time may be brief, but I
couldn’t be without them.
i i i

More than 1000 poems of Barbara
Crooker’s poems have been
published in anthologies, journals and magazines, and she has
authored nine full-length poetry
Any final thoughts?
volumes. Her award-winning work
has been read on the British BroadWhy peonies—why not roses? casting Corporation, the Australian
While I love roses, they are a pain Broadcasting Company and many
to maintain. Here in the northeast, times on National Public Radio.
we have to hill them up with dirt
in December, which means that in We would like to thank Barbara for
April, I can’t start my early vege- permission to share her poems with
tables until it’s warm enough to the American Peony Society.
dehill the roses. Also, we have to
further provide protection with Find Barabara Crooker’s poetry
branches cut from the Christmas books on amazon.com or visit her
tree. Then there’s the constant website barbaracrooker.com i
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Woody Paeonia

Part 5: Growing Woody Paeonia

Nate Bremer, Vice President, APS Director – Reedsville, Wisconsin

P. suffruticosa cultivar bud and foliage

Woody peonies have not always
received good press, leading to the
misconception they are difficult to
grow. As mentioned in prior articles, this belief may have more to
do with Chinese suffruticosa, the
least well adapted group to North
American or European climates,
being the most commonly available and planted group. While
each group has its own optimum
growing requirements, most can
be grown successfully throughout
much of the United States.

Editor’s Note: Editor’s Note:
This is the fifth in a series of
articles on woody (also known
as “tree”) peonies, written by
noted grower and hybridizer,
Nate Bremer, owner of Solaris
Farms in Reedsville, Wisconsin.
Be sure to watch for additions to
the series in upcoming issues of
The Bulletin, including: Planting
Woodies, Propagating Woodies,
Grafting Woodies and Growing
Woodies from Seed.
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Conditions in Balance
As gardeners, we often concentrate on single measurables
(temperature, precipitation, air
movement etc…) or growing
conditions, but fail to consider that
these factors must work in concert
with one another for optimum
outcomes. The idea of viewing
relationships between temperature, precipitation, soil moisture,
soil structure, soil fertility, air
movement, light, ground cover
and humidity adds complexity to
decision making, but can yield
answers to better growing. If you
grow woody peonies, observe
them closely and make adjustments that bring these factors
into harmony for best growth.

Light
All woody peony plants will grow
best in full sun the entire day
during the growing season. Plants
grown under these conditions
will attain greater size, produce
more flowers and have more vigor
than those grown in less optimum
lighting. In reference to ‘Conditions in Balance’, remember plants
in full sun require more water
due to greater transpiration from
heat and their own growth. Soil
temperatures will also become
higher and mulching may be
required in warmer growing areas
to conserve water and reduce soil
temperatures.
Plants may be grown successfully

Rockii cultivar in full sun
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with a half day of sunlight or in
high shade, but less vigorous
growth and fewer flowers can be
expected under such conditions.
Stem length, leaf size and beauty
may be enhanced due to lesser
exposure to the sun, but plants
are more easily damaged by wind.
If grown near trees ‘Conditions in
Balance’ again becomes important
as trees will reduce soil temperatures by shielding solar radiation
but may also produce competing
roots systems robbing the soil
of water and nutrients. Flowers
produced on woody peonies in
shaded locations often last longer
and do not get sun burned, but are
produced in less profusion. Thus,
sacrificing amount of bloom for
beauty of bloom is a consideration
you will need to make.
We have done well with woody
peonies planted near tree-lines
that protect them from direct sun
during the heat of the day, while
exposing them to early and late
day slanting light. Evergreen trees
with open branching are preferred
over high water consuming deciduous trees or densely branched/
needled evergreens.

tives, all woody peonies require
a period of cold dormancy to
be grown successfully. Winter
temperatures and duration of
cold vary widely across the United
States. Paeonia rockii cultivars
have the greatest cold tolerance,
followed by Japanese suffruticosa
and then the lutea hybrids, with
the Chinese suffruticosas being
the least cold tolerant. All woody
peonies prefer stable winter
temperatures with a graduated
cool down in autumn and warm-up
in spring. Temperatures that warm
in mid-winter and are followed by
very cold temperatures are problematic because they cause stem
tissues to move sap and buds to
swell, before freezing again. This
causes hydrated cells to burst
due to expansion during freezing,
resulting in dead or damaged
stems and buds.

Stem hardiness in relationship
to temperature is often confused
with overall hardiness. While lutea
hybrids lack low temperature
stem hardiness, the crowns and
roots differ little from the other
two woody groups. Lutea hybrids
often lose stems at temperatures
that fall below 0°F, but crowns
Temperature
and roots are seldom killed. In
Winter temperatures
fact, lutea hybrids are masters at
Like their herbaceous peony rela- producing ground shoots after
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Winter damaged bud

winter stem kill and the new
stems often produce heavy bloom
the following spring. In contrast,
Japanese suffruticosa and rockii
hybrids mostly bloom on old wood
buds and when winter damaged
will produce few, if any, blooms.
Many gardeners rely on the USDA
Hardiness Zone system to provide
information concerning temperature tolerances of plants selected
for their gardens. While this can be
helpful, it only supplies a fraction
of pertinent information for those
wanting to grow woody peonies.
Consider the following:

L It was developed for plants
that have persistent woody stems
exposed to air temperatures, not
for their root systems.
L It cannot account for winter soil
temperatures which are impacted
by snow cover, moisture or lack of
it, reflection of solar radiation, and
other variables.
L The system does not account for
accumulated duration of temperatures in winter or how quickly
autumn cool down and spring
warm-up occurs.
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L Rockii cultivars, P. rockii,
P. decomposita and P. rotundiloba:
These generally tolerate temperatures to -28°F without significant
damage. Of course inconsistent
winter temperatures may impact
these tolerances. Some rockii
What does this mean for the cultivars may not be as temperagardener wanting to grow ture hardy, likely due to the
woodies? All groups of woody influence of P. suffruticosa in their
peonies may be grown in areas genetic makeup. Not all rockii
that experience -35°F tempera- cultivars are created equal!
tures, as long as good snow cover
insulates the root systems. The L Japanese suffruticosa cultivars,
following is a temperature guide P. qiui and P. jishanensis: These
for woodies:
generally tolerate temperatures to
-15°F without significant damage
to stems. As with the rockiis, some
cultivars have greater cold tolerance than others.

Thus a single zone rating is not
nearly the same for everyone
belonging to a zone and only
provides one piece of information—
the average annual minimum
winter air temperature.

'Murad of Hershey Bar'
growing in early snow

L Lutea hybrids: F1 hybrids such
as most A.P. Saunders cultivars
are the least stem hardy and will
tolerate temperatures to around
-5°F without significant stem
loss. Many advanced generation
hybrids will tolerate temperatures
of -12°F to -15°F without stem
loss. The lutea hybrids vary
widely in their stem hardiness,
but are the only group of woodies
capable of blooming heavily
on new stem growth produced
from below the ground (ground
shoots).
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Conditions in balance
Winter temperatures provide
a huge challenge for northern
gardeners since keeping the
multiple factors involved in
balance is daunting. Wind
combined with low temperatures
may cause desiccation of stems
and buds. Droughty soils allow for
greater cold penetration, allowing
temperature to impact root
systems. Overly wet soils are slow
to warm in the spring and low soil
temperatures may cause icing to
occur. Inconsistent snow cover will
impact all parts of the plant.

Summer temperatures
Woodies are all quite tolerant of
high temperatures in the summer
months. Air temperatures in the
90°s to low 100°s are tolerated
by all groups, as long as water is
available in the soil. Low humidity
combined with high air temperatures also may stress plants,
causing them to draw on root
reserves if adequate water is not
available in the soil. Here again
conditions in balance become
important. Rockii and its hybrids
are most tolerant of high summer
air temperatures, but none of
the groups appear to be highly
Providing for a balanced tempera- impacted by extreme heat if ample
ture is a bit out of the gardeners water is available to established
control and is something we often root systems.
don’t think about. Mulching and
wind breaking are recommended Soil temperatures
to assist in temperature balance. Woody peonies prefer soil
If you live in an extreme winter temperatures that do not rapidly
climate, woody peonies can be change. Keeping them evenly
enclosed in insulating boxes, cones moist in most situations will
or even wrapped to mitigate the prevent overheating. Plants may
impact of temperatures. Protecting be mulched in high temperature
stems from solar radiation in the areas to conserve water, but also
winter is likely as important as to prevent soils from becoming
protecting them from cold, as hot. Woody peony roots are
winter sunlight often warms stems active in warmer soils than herbabove freezing during the daylight aceous peonies, but may also
hours, only to freeze them again be damaged by high heat, which
at night. Again keeping conditions often occurs in conjunction with
nearly constant or balanced is drought.
advantageous to stems and plants.
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We do not use any fungicides,
but rather rely on observation
and physical disease prevention
to combat excesses in water. In
almost all cases, disease from
excess water can be dealt with
by creating or selecting a good
planting location and removal of
diseased plant parts so that they
do not become problematic for the
entire plant.

Stem blast from inconsistent watering

Water
Like all peonies, woody peonies
grow best with suitable amounts
of water in the air and soil. Woody
peonies should never be planted
in an area that becomes wet during
any season. Midwest United States’
spring seasons are notoriously wet
and cold, which provides some
challenges, even in the most suitable planting sites. Other areas of
the United States are also likely
to experience similar conditions.
However, these conditions do not
cause insurmountable obstacles
in growing these wonderful plants.

L High humidity (air moisture) can
provide botrytis and other fungal
diseases optimum conditions to
attack stems and leaves. Woody
peonies (especially P. suffruticosa)
are particularly susceptible to
fungal diseases to their stems
during spring conditions that are
both wet and cool. Often, these
fungal diseases attack the area
in which new growth arises from
the previous year’s stem growth.
Apparently the bracts at the base
of the young shoots collect water
containing the disease organism’s
spores or reproductive vessels and
provide a good location for them
to grow. Once drier and warmer
conditions prevail, stem diseases
subside and often cease. New
shoots showing wilt are indicative
of infection and should be cut
off well below the area in which
they join the older woody stem.
This will arrest the disease before
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it moves downward toward the
woody peony’s crown. Removal
of diseased plant parts before
the entire plant is impacted
is an important preventative
measure. Once disease enters
the crown just below the soil
line, persistent problems may be
encountered for years to come.
L High amounts of water in the
soil may bring on root rots, basal
stem rots, botrytis and other fungal
diseases. Avoid allowing any mulch
applied for winter protection to
remain in contact with the base of
the plant. While we do not mulch
our growing fields, our display
beds are mulched for appearance
and any mulch is pulled 6 inches
away from the plant bases. This
allows soil to dry at the base of the
plant and removes the wet conditions diseases most prefer. In areas
of high rainfall, the creation of a
mound which sheds water away
from the plant is helpful and has
proven to be a successful tactic.
L Excess water in the winter has
become highly problematic as
climate change causes snow
to melt and then turn to ice or
standing water to accumulate
over frozen soil. If the soil remains
frozen around the crown and water
does not infiltrate the soil, little or

no damage will occur. However, if
the surface soil thaws and accepts
water, a zone of super saturation
around the crown often causes
damage. Mulch plants in areas that
experience conditions of winter
wetness combined with thawing
and refreezing. Mulching prevents
soils from thawing quickly, thus
preventing water penetration into
the soil during winter. Mounding as
described above will also help to
remove water from the crown area.
L Areas of the United States
that experience dry seasons may
require supplemental water. In
Wisconsin, we have never needed
to water peonies, even in drought
years, probably due to our soil’s
water holding capacity (heavy
clay). If water is needed during
summer months, soaking the
ground thoroughly is recommended at each watering. Since
woody peony roots extend for
quite some distance and depth
from the plant, a period of an hour
or more of constant water may be
necessary to impact the root zone
of the peony. Never water the
foliage, as this may only encourage
disease on stems and leaves.
L Soil moisture in August through
the fall season is extremely
important for the formation of
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strong buds that will be used for
flowering and growth the following
year. Plants that grow in drought
conditions will make poor growth
the year after these conditions.
Also, extremely dry soils in winter
allow for greater cold air penetration and may cause damage
to root systems. Evenly moist in a
well-drained situation is best year
round.
L Lutea hybrids are the most
tolerant group to atmospheric and
soil water. Thus if conditions in the
climate tend toward high humidity
and greater rainfall, this group will
likely do best in combating associated diseases.
Soil
Soil constituents and conditions
vary widely throughout the United
States and from year to year due to
other climate variables. Soil science
is complex and generalizations can
be difficult to make, considering
the multiple variables that are
involved. Again the ‘Balance of
Conditions’ comes into play.
Much literature points to growing
woody peonies in highly organic
friable soils for best results. This
information is the opposite of
our experience, as our woody
peonies are primarily grown on

mineral soils that mainly consist
of clay which overlays limestone.
We have visited numerous woody
peony plantings that utilize native
soils that are have high organic
material, are friable and in almost
all cases the plants do not grow
as vigorously as those sited on
clay based soils. A number of soil
conditions are certain:
1 The soil must drain and should
never be water logged, but also
needs to be water retentive.
2 Sandy soils are not recommended as they have little nutrient
value and woody peonies do not
perform well on them.
3 Clay based soils with underlying
limestone is preferred.
4 Woody peonies grow quite well
in soils with a pH of 6.3 to 7.0.
5 The soil should have good water
retention, since woody peonies
appear to make use of water
throughout the summer season
(more so than do herbaceous
peonies).
6 Avoid amending soils with
peat or peat based mixes, as this
appears to cause disease issues
with P. suffruticosa cultivars. This
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Provide adequate space around the entire plant for proper ventilation

is likely due to the high water
holding capacity of peat.

to dry quickly after rainfall. Good
air movement provides a situation
in which diseases are less likely to
7 If fertilizer is needed, use one become problematic. More disease
that includes high calcium as this issues can be expected in crowded
appears to help stem strength garden situations. Windswept
and assists in warding off disease. locations are not recommended
Volcanic ash amendments such because stems can be broken,
as Azomite have been found to however, a breezy location will
be highly affective. A soil test is produce a healthier plant.
recommended before any type
of fertilizing is performed. If in Our woody peonies are grown
doubt-do not fertilize.
in an open field and experience
heavy wind from time to time,
8 Avoid the use of manure as a which break off weak stems. While
soil amendment, as the use of we dislike seeing stems lost from
this material is directly related to windy conditions, these stems are
disease problems in woody peonies. often poorly attached or unhealthy
and the loss can be counted as
Air Movement
Mother Nature doing her pruning.
Woody peonies are best grown
Photos courtesy of Nate Bremer
in locations that have ample air
Solaris Farms
space on all sides of the plants.
i
Leaves and stems should be able
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Midwest Peony Society

www.midwestpeony.com
Mike Miller, President – greatsealpeonies@gmail.com

Hello to all! It has been a busy fall with digging and dividing after nearly
a month-long drought in south central Ohio. Finally, weekend rains have
brought more favorable temperatures and conditions to the area.
Midwest Peony Society started the year with a bus tour abroad Miller
Transportation Bus Lines out of Louisville. Everyone boarded the bus
early morning in Louisville to make the nearly three hour trip to Great
Seal Peony Farm in Chillicothe, Ohio. After a tour around the many peony
beds and fields everyone gathered for a box lunch. Several members opted
to buy container grown peonies while others ordered peony roots from
the fall digging season. We then boarded the bus again for a short drive
to Cory's Hosta Garden, where many hosta were purchased and loaded
onto the bus for the return trip to Louisville. A great time was had by all,
according to the numerous e-mails and hand written notes received. (So
much so, everyone is already looking forward to a return trip in the spring
of 2020.) Special thanks goes out to the Miller Transportation Company
for the excellent driver and service provided.
We held our Fall Dinner Auction at the Linwood Town Hall in Louisville
on September 20, 2019 with a carry-in feast. There were 75 items to
auction off, due to the generous donations from many commercial growers.
Cary Dennis served as our auctioneer for the night and kept the auction
moving at a record pace. Kim Hough and Sheryl Lawson took care of
the food set-up and Kim once again brought all the table arrangements.
A big thank you goes to all who made donations and helped in making
the auction a success. A discussion was held about the possibility of a
spring garden tour in the Louisville area, as well as a possible return trip
to Chillicothe, Ohio.
Hopefully everyone has their peonies planted and gardens cleaned up
for the upcoming winter. The weather is still very favorable for our fall
planting season. Wishing everyone a great holiday season and already
Oi
looking forward to the 2020 spring bloom season. See you then! Q
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Minnesota Peony Society

www.mnpeony.org
Todd O’Halloran, President – toddohalloran@gmail.com

Hello Fellow Peony Lovers! I am Todd O’Halloran, President of the
Minnesota Peony Society. 2019 has been a year unlike any other in recent
memory, as most are I suppose!
We had an amazing year of peony club activity, beginning on February 23rd
with the annual Winter Educational meeting. We began this year with
an Artistic Design Seminar with Rita Gindt-Marvig. Rita talked about
creating and entering a creative design in our annual flower show and design
exhibition in June. We were then treated to an interesting and informative
presentation from Gary Bieck. Gary impressed us with tons of great photos
of his amazing, huge yard which has been transformed into a peony paradise.
We had a successful exhibition June 8th and 9th with lots of blooms this
year, despite one of our main growers’ blooms being behind schedule. We
really missed your flowers, Floyd! About a week or ten days before the
show, I was worried that we wouldn’t have any blooms to show, only a few
trees had opened in my garden and even the Hybrids weren’t ready to cut
yet. But that last week before the show brought temps in the 80’s and the
blooms appeared, by the magic of Mother Nature, and the show went on!
Our annual MPS picnic the next weekend at Aspelund Peony Garden in
Kenyon was also a great event, and their fields were in full bloom. Many
members got to try some of their excellent wines also. The members’
homemade dessert contest was a hit as usual,with quite a few delicious entries!
We wrapped up our amazing peony year with our annual root auction at
Bachman’s Floral on Saturday, September 28th. We raised thousands of
dollars for club activities in 2020 with over 100 generous donations from
members and national growers, both near and far. Deepest thanks to all the
contributors and thank you to the bidders who bought your amazing donations.
As we put another peony season to bed, our dreams are certainly of warm
spring days and new peony blooms in 2020. W
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Prairie Peony Society

Doug Bradford – (306) 543-8189 – dokare.bradfords@sasktel.net

At the same time that the Canadian Peony Society Show was being staged
in Castlegar, British Columbia, the Prairie Peony Society Show (PPS)
was being staged in Regina, Saskatchewan. After I assisted with set- up
and participated in Regina on June 20th and June 21st, I flew to Castlegar
to take in the festivities there on the 22nd and 23rd. What a grand show
and festivities!
In 2020 the Prairie Peony Society will be hosting the Canadian Peony
Society Show in Regina from June 18 – 20. Details will follow in the New
Year.
At the 2019 Prairie Peony Society Show, 'Garden Treasure', won Best Intersectional Bloom and Grand Champion. Other winning blooms exhibited by Doug Bradford were 'Coral ’n Gold', Best Hybrid Single, and 'Age
of Gold', Best Tree Peony. The Best Floral Design, “Unwelcome Blizzard”
was also won by Doug. Brian Porter’s exhibits of 'Eden’s Perfume', Best
Chinese Double; 'Rare China', Best Chinese Semi-Double; 'Alexander
Fleming', Best Three Stem Exhibit; and 'Rozella', Best Naturally Grown,
won rosettes and also adorned the Court of Honor. The Best Japanese
Lactiflora 'Gay Paree', was exhibited by Bernie Zaharak; the Best bloom
in a Goblet or Bowl was 'Sarah Bernhardt' exhibited by Susan McKay;
and the Best Photo was of 'Barbara', exhibited by Shelley Brenner.
Due to a late spring, there were only 126 flower entries, about half the
number usually exhibited.
A root sale held on September 28 raised some much needed funds that
will help defray some of the expenses of the 2020 Canadian Peony Society
(CPS) Show. A silent auction of peonies and peony- related materials will
be held at the time of the CPS Show in mid-June. Donations are welcome.
Some of us are expecting peony roots soon, many of which come from
vendors in the USA so hopefully weather will remain favorable. 0
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Wisconsin Peony Society

Cory Tischman, President – wipeonysociety@new.rr.com

The Wisconsin Peony Society had its biennial election this past March, and
we have a fresh crop of people elected into office who are ambitious and full
of great ideas. Our new Vice President, Jordan Kabat, has taken the lead
on renewing our grafting program, which teaches members how to graft
woody (tree) peonies, and provide appropriate aftercare. This event took
place in August and we had 18 people present. Everyone had a lot of fun and
heard many anecdotes of grafting in past years with two other well-known
Wisconsin hybridizers, Nate Bremer of Solaris Farms, and the late Bill Seidl.
Our Recording Secretary, Tracey Nelson, started the Guest Garden
Program. It allows members to take home roots to grow, and eventually
donate a division to our annual root auction, while also keeping a piece for
themselves.This program was spurred on by the recent news of the retirement
of known Wisconsin hybridizer and owner of Song Sparrow Farm &
Nursery, Roy Klehm. The goal is to preserve varieties that Roy and his family
have registered over the years, so they are not lost in commerce. The money
earned from these roots at the auction will be put back into the program.
We held our annual fall root auction and potluck on October 4th. We had
a record number of donations – over 160 items to auction! Thank you again
to everyone that donated to the auction this year. Our auctioneer was Scott
Parker, of Parker’s Peony & Perennial Farm. He didn’t slow down once
over the two and half hours, and was still able to give good detail about
each cultivar. Thank you Scott for donating your time and knowledge!
The fall/winter newsletter will be out at end of November, with dates for all
2020 WPS events. Our members will be excited to hear we will be taking
a bus down to the Chicago Botanical Garden on June 13, 2020, to see the
APS flower show, to see hundreds of peony cultivars in bloom including
varieties you may have never seen before, and eventually want to get!
If you want to find out more information about what we are doing,
check out our website: www.wipeonysociety.org or visit us on Facebook:
Wisconsin Peony Society Group. v
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ADELMAN
PEONY GARDENS

new hybrids | award winners | heritage
intersectionals | rare | herbaceous
5690 Brooklake Rd. NE • Salem, OR 97305

503-393-6185

www.peonyparadise.com

An unusual find,
the collector ’s friend.
www.raritygardens.com
Mt. Hood, Oregon • 541.352.7044

Europe’s Largest Collection of
PEONIES!
• R2 Flowers B.V. is a worldwide

broker in Peonies.

• Import and Export of Peonies.
• Buying of Peony seeds and

Seedlings.
• European distribution of
Peonies.
• We are founder of the Peony
Showgarden Holland.
• The largest collection of
Peonies in Europe.
• We receive hundreds of
visitors per season from all
over the world.
R2 Flowers B.V. / Peony Showgarden Holland
For information: r.jong@r2flowers.nl
www.peonyshowgarden.com
www.r2peony.com

Peony Showgarden Holland

Peony Showgarden Holland

Peony Showgarden Holland

Gold City Flower Gardens

––

Peonies & Daylilies
6298 Gold City Road
Franklin, Kentucky 42134
(270) 776-6584

––

goldcityflowergardens.com

A new generation of peonies for the
classical and contemporary garden

Graefswinning.be

Durable, affordable
& made in the USA!
• Now with rounded corners •

Fina
Gardens

fine peonies for garden and vase

Field grown peonies:
lactiflora, hybrids, intersectional
and fern leaf.

See our catalog at
www.finagardenspeonies.com
or

Introductory Offer
Sample pack of 8 styles
plus a marking pencil

Call 715.837.1147
to request a catalog

JUST $6

www.EverlastLabel.com

Brooks Gardens
peony farm

Quality
Herbaceous Peonies
Grown in rich Iowa soil.
Free list of varieties.
— Wholesale Only —

Reserve your 4-6
3-5 eye bare root peony
plants with low fall shipping rates.

www.brooksgardens.com
brooksgardens@gmail.com

A-1 Nursery
2842 Fremont Avenue
Shenandoah, IA 51601

6219 Topaz Street NE
Brooks, OR 97305

503-393-7999
503-991-4803 cell

a1nurseryshenandoah@gmail.com

phone (712) 534-2595

OVER
350
GARDEN
PEONY
VARIETIES
OVER
350
GARDEN
PEONY
VARIETIES
OVER
350
GARDEN
PEONY
VARIETIES
WITH
DELIVERY
OVER
350 WORLD-WIDE
GARDEN PEONY
VARIETIES
WITH
WORLD-WIDE
DELIVERY
WITH WORLD-WIDE DELIVERY
WITH WORLD-WIDE DELIVERY

eXclusive
Peony
Varieties
eXclusive
Peony
Varieties
eXclusive
Peony
Varieties
eXclusive
Peony
Varieties
eXtra
Quality
Roots
eXtra
Quality
Roots
eXtra
Quality
Roots
eXtra
Quality
Roots
eXcellent
Customer
Service
eXcellent
Customer
Service
eXcellent
Customer
eXcellent Customer Service
Service

Peony Shop Holland
Peony Shop Holland
Peony
Shop232
Holland
+31(0)6
360 56
+31(0)6
360 56
Peony
Shop232
Holland
joshua@peonyshop.com

+31(0)6 232 360 56
joshua@peonyshop.com
+31(0)6
232 360 56
Kadijkweg
51
joshua@peonyshop.com
Kadijkweg 51
joshua@peonyshop.com
1614 MA
Lutjebroek
Kadijkweg
51
1614 MA
Lutjebroek
Kadijkweg
51
Holland
1614 MA
Lutjebroek
Holland
1614
MA
Lutjebroek
www.peonyshopholland.com
Holland
www.peonyshopholland.com
Holland
www.peonyshopholland.com
www.peonyshopholland.com

All
“ of the flowers of tomorrow
are in the seeds of today.”
–Indian Proverb

Paeonia brownii seed.
Photo courtesy of Lorē Sampson

